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Cream of the Crop

Fiction For Younger Readers
Angleberger, Tom. Crankee Doodle. (062626) Bell, 
Cece il. A pony tries to convince his cranky owner to take 
a ride into town. Includes notes about the song, “Yankee 
Doodle.” (04-08) Clarion 2013 B,K+,L,Q+,M+,W (AR/
RC) $19.61
Appelt, Kathi. Counting Crows. (064672) Dunlavey, 
Rob il. The reader is invited to count hungry crows as 
they hunt for savory snacks. (03-07) Atheneum 2015 
B+,K+,L,Q,W+ (AR) $20.31
Arnold, Marsha Diane. Lost. Found. (070428) 
Cordell, Matthew il. When a bear loses his bright red scarf 
in the woods, it is found--and lost again--by a series of 
animals that use it to keep warm or to have fun, but they 
disagree over who really owns it and cause a problem that 
only the scarf’s true owner can fix. (03-06) Roaring Brook 
2015 L+,Q+,M,C+ $19.61
Barnett, Mac. Skunk. (091653) McDonnell, Patrick il. 
A man is followed by a skunk all day until the tables turn. 
(04-08) Roaring Brook 2015 B,K,L+,Q+,M+,C+ (AR/RC) 
$20.31
Beaton, Kate. Princess And The Pony. (099679) 
il. Princess Pinecone would like a real war horse for her 
birthday. Instead, she gets a plump, cute pony--but 
sometimes cuteness can be a kind of weapon, especially 
in a fight with dodgeballs and spitballs and hairballs and 
squareballs. (04-08) Scholastic 2015 B+,K,L+,Q,C,W+ 
(AR/RC) $20.31  
Bingham, Kelly L. Z Is For Moose. (120203) Zelinsky, 
Paul O. il. Moose, eager to be in an alphabet book, then 
disappointed when his letter passes, behaves badly 
until Zebra finds him a spot. (03-07) Greenwillow 2012 
B+,K+,L,Q+,M,C+,W+ (AR) $19.61  
Brown, Peter. Mr. Tiger Goes Wild. (158206) il. Bored 
with city life and the proper behavior it requires, Mr. Tiger 
has a wild idea that leads him to discover his true nature. 
(03-06) Little 2013 B+,K+,L+,Q+,M+,C,W+ (AR/RC) 
$20.32
Cline-Ransome, Lesa. Whale Trails, Before And 
Now. (222879) Karas, G. Brian il. A young girl helps 
her father, the captain of a whale boat, on a whale-
watching trip and relates how her ancestors hunted 
whales in the same waters. Includes information on the 
history of whaling, whale-watching, and the conservation 
movement to ensure the safety of whales. (05-09) Holt 
2015 B,K+,L,Q,C,W (AR) $20.31
DiCamillo, Kate. Francine Poulet Meets The Ghost 
Raccoon. (276760) Van Dusen, Chris il. Deckawoo 
Drive’s intrepid animal-control officer Francine begins to 
think she’s not cut out to do her job when she has to track 
down an elusive screaming raccoon. (07-09) Candlewick 
2015 B+,K,L,Q+,M,CA,W (AR/RC) $16.81

DiPucchio, Kelly. Gaston. (280317) Robinson, 
Christian il. A proper bulldog raised in a poodle family and 
a tough poodle raised in a bulldog family meet one day in 
the park. (04-08) Atheneum 2014 B,K+,L,Q+,M+,C,W 
(AR/RC) $20.31  
Dyckman, Ame. Wolfie The Bunny. (299182) OHora, 
Zachariah il. When her parents find a baby wolf on their 
doorstep and decide to raise him as their own, Dot is 
certain he will eat them all up until a surprising encounter 
with a bear brings them closer together. (03-06) Little 
2015 B+,L+,Q+,C (AR) $20.31
Fergus, Maureen. Buddy And Earl. (332732) 
Sookocheff, Carey il. A dog who likes to play by the 
rules meets a hedgehog who knows no limits. (05-09) 
Groundwood 2015 B+,K+,L,Q+,M (AR/RC) $19.59
Gerstein, Mordicai. Night World. (376118) il. Sylvie 
the cat persuades her boy to go into the darkness very 
late at night, where they are greeted by the shadows 
of roses and other flowers, and by nocturnal animals 
who whisper, “it’s almost here.” (03-06) Little 2015 
B+,K+,L+,Q+,M,C,W+ (AR/RC) $20.32
Going, K. L. (Kelly L.). Dog In Charge. (383635) 
Santat, Dan il. When his human family goes to the store, 
Dog is left in charge of five wiley cats. (03-05) Dial 2012 
B,K,L+,Q,W+ (AR/RC) $19.61  
Harrison, Hannah E. Extraordinary Jane. (422662) 
il. Jane the dog doesn’t have a unique talent in the circus 
like the rest of her family, until the ringmaster discovers 
what is truly special about her. (03-05) Dial 2014 
B,K+,L+,Q,C (AR/RC) $19.61
Hillenbrand, Will. Kite Day: A Bear And Mole Story. 
(445334) il. Bear and Mole build a kite and take it out 
on a windy day, but when the weather suddenly turns 
stormy there are unexpected consequences for some 
birds. (03-06) Holiday House 2012 K,L+,Q,C,W (AR) 
$19.59  
Klassen, J. I Want My Hat Back. (523531) il. A bear 
almost gives up his search for his missing hat until he 
remembers something important. (04-08) Candlewick 
2011 B,K,L,Q+,M,C,W+ (AR) $19.61  
McKay, Hilary. LuLu And The Dog From The Sea. 
(627491) Lamont, Priscilla il. Seven-year-old LuLu and 
her cousin think their vacation house is the most perfect 
place ever until they find a trouble-prone, stray dog living 
on the beach. (07-10) Whitman 2013 B,K,L+,Q+,M,C 
(AR/RC) $17.51
Moore, Eva. Lucky Ducklings. (656192) Carpenter, 
Nancy il. While following their mother through town, five 
little ducklings fall into a storm drain. (05-07) Scholastic 
2013 B,K,L,Q+,M,C+,W (AR/RC) $19.61
Offill, Jenny. Sparky! (686448) Appelhans, Chris il. 
A child takes a sloth named Sparky as a pet. (04-08) 
Schwartz & Wade 2014 B+,K+,L,Q+,M,C,W (AR/RC) 
$19.61
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Park, Linda Sue. Xander’s Panda Party. (700288) 
Phelan, Matt il. Xander’s plan to host a panda party falls 
through, since he is the only panda at the zoo, but when 
he extends the invitation to all of the bears, complications 
ensue. (04-08) Clarion 2013 B,K,L+,Q+,M+,C+,W+ 
(AR/RC) $19.61
Perkins, Lynne Rae. Frank And Lucky Get Schooled. 
(709653) il. A boy and his dog learn about each other, 
go to school to learn more, then explore the world 
around them as they study science, geography and even 
foreign languages together. (04-08) Greenwillow 2016 
B,K+,L,Q+,M+,W+ (AR) $20.31
Perkins, Mitali. Tiger Boy. (709979) Hogan, Jamie il. A 
tiger cub has escaped from a reserve in the Sunderbans in 
West Bengal, India, and Neel, a poor boy from the islands, 
is determined to find her in order to save her from being 
captured and sold on the black market by Mr. Gupta and 
his men. (07-10) Charlesbridge 2015 B,K,L+,Q+,M,W 
(AR/RC) $18.89
Sarcone-Roach, Julia. Bear Ate Your Sandwich. 
(777484) il. When a sandwich goes missing, it seems 
that a bear is the unlikely culprit. (03-07) Knopf 2015 
B,K,L+,Q+,M+,C+,W (AR) $19.61
Sayre, April Pulley. Eat Like A Bear. (781169) 
Jenkins, Steve il. Follows a bear from the time she emerges 
from her den in April after four months without food, 
through months of eating fish, ants, and huckleberries, 
to midwinter when the arrival of two cubs interrupts her 
long winter’s rest. Includes facts about brown (grizzly) 
bears of the Yellowstone National Park/Glacier National 
Park region. (04-08) Holt 2013 B,K+,L,Q+,M,C+ (AR/
RC) $19.61
Willems, Mo. Story Of Diva And Flea. (949617) 
DiTerlizzi, Tony il. In the bustling city of Paris, a small 
yet brave dog, Diva, and an adventurous cat named Flea 
become two unlikely friends. (06-09) Hyperion 2015 
B+,K,L+,Q,C,W (AR) $18.21

Set S35017 _____ 25 Books @ $509.12

Fiction For Older Readers
Applegate, Katherine. One And Only Ivan. (064931) 
il. When Ivan, a gorilla who has lived for years in a 
down-and-out circus-themed mall, meets Ruby, a baby 
elephant that has been added to the mall, he decides 
that he must find her a better life. (08-12) Harper 2012 
B,K+,L,Q+,M,C+,W (AR/RC) $19.61  
Bauer, Marion Dane. Little Cat’s Luck. (097159) 
Bell, Jennifer (Jennifer A.) il. A little cat named Patches 
manages to push out a window screen and leave her 
house, chasing a falling leaf, and sets out to find a special 
place to call her own. (08-12) Simon 2016 B,K+,L,Q (AR) 
$19.61
Boelts, Maribeth. PS Brothers. (130051) Bullied 
sixth-graders Russell and Shawn scoop dog droppings 
to earn money for a Rottweiler puppy to protect them, 
but learn the puppies’ owner runs an illegal dogfighting 
ring and are torn over what to do. (10-14) Harcourt 2010 
B,K,L,Q,C (AR/RC) $12.72  
Busby, Cylin. Nine Lives Of Jacob Tibbs. (177702) 
Kelley, Gerald il. The story of cat Jacob Tibbs, runt of the 
litter, and his exploits on the high seas as a ship’s mouser. 
(08-12) Knopf 2016 B+,K,L,Q,C,W (AR) $19.61

Davies, Nicola. Lion Who Stole My Arm. (261468) 
Wright, Annabel il. After a lion takes his arm off, Pedru 
worries that he’ll always be the crippled boy. A heart-
pounding adventure with an important message 
about conservation. (07-10) Candlewick 2014 
B,K,L,Q+,M,C+,W (AR/RC) $18.21  
DiCamillo, Kate. Magician’s Elephant. (276766) 
Tanaka, Yoko il. When 10-year-old orphan Peter is told 
that his sister, who is presumed dead, is alive, he embarks 
on an adventure to find her. (08-13) Candlewick 2009 
B+,K+,L+,Q+,M,CA (AR/RC) $19.61  
Engle, Margarita. Mountain Dog. (311452) Ivanov, 
O. (Olga) il. When his mother is sent to jail in Los Angeles, 
eleven-year-old Tony goes to live with his forest ranger 
great uncle in the Sierra Nevada Mountains, where Tony 
experiences unconditional love for the first time through 
his friendship with a rescue dog. (08-12) Holt 2013 
B,K+,L,Q,C (AR/RC) $20.31  
Gebhart, Ryan. There Will Be Bears. (372624) Tyson 
is determined to hunt an elk--even if it means sneaking 
his grandpa out of a nursing home. (10-14) Candlewick 
2014 B,K,L,Q+,M,C,W+ (AR/RC) $19.61
Kurtz, Chris. Adventures Of A South Pole Pig. 
(535205) Reinhart, Jennifer Black il. Flora the pig 
ditches the sedentary life on the farm for an adventure 
in Antarctica, where she escapes the knife and lives her 
dream of pulling a sled with a team of dogs. (09-12) 
Harcourt 2013 B,K,L+,Q+,M+,W (AR/RC) $19.61  
Larson, Kirby. Dash. (543613) When her family is 
forced into an internment camp, Mitsi Kashino is separated 
from her home, her classmates, and her beloved dog 
Dash; and as her family begins to come apart around 
her, Mitsi clings to her one connection to the outer world-
-the letters from the kindly neighbor who is caring for 
Dash. (08-12) Scholastic 2014 B,K+,L,Q+,M,W+ (AR/
RC) $19.61
Larson, Kirby. Duke. (543614) In 1944 Hobie Hanson’s 
father is flying B-24s in Europe, so Hobie decides to 
donate his beloved German shepherd, Duke, to Dogs for 
Defense in the hope that it will help end the war sooner--
but when he learns that Duke is being trained for combat 
he is shocked, frightened and determined to get his dog 
back. (07-10) Scholastic 2013 B,K+,L,Q,M,W+ (AR/RC) 
$19.61 
Lean, Sarah. Hundred Horses. (554806) Eleven-year-
old Nell must spend spring break in the country with an 
aunt and cousins she has never met, but while there she 
meets a mysterious, wild girl with a strange connection 
to horses and an uncanny understanding of Nell. (08-12) 
Harper 2014 B+,K,L,Q (AR) $19.61
Leavitt, Martine. Blue Mountain. (555654) Tuk, a 
bighorn sheep of the Canadian Rockies, leads his herd 
beyond the snares of man and the wiles of predators to 
the freedom of the Blue Mountain. (08-12) Farrar 2014 
B,K+,L,Q+,M,W+ (AR) $18.91
Martin, Ann M. Rain Reign. (606776) Rose Howard is 
obsessed with homonyms, which is why she named her 
stray dog Rain, a name with two homonyms, which makes 
the name very special in Rose’s mind. After recovering 
Rain from being lost in a severe thunderstorm, she 
discovers Rain has an implanted microchip and must face 
losing the dog once again. (09-12) Feiwel and Friends 
2014 B+,K+,L+,Q+,M+,C,W+ (AR/RC) $19.61  
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Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. Shiloh Christmas. 
(668702) Marty and his best friend, Shiloh, are on 
another adventure. Marty learns when a secret is too 
dangerous to keep, and that hate can spread like fire. (08-
12) Atheneum 2015 K+,L,Q+,M,W+ (AR/RC) $20.31
Pennypacker, Sara. Pax. (709220) Klassen, Jon il. 
After being forced to give up his pet fox Pax, a young 
boy named Peter decides to leave home and get his best 
friend back. (08-12) Harper 2016 B+,K+,L,Q+,M,C,W+ 
(AR/RC) $19.61
Rosen, Michael J. Tale Of Rescue. (764466) Fellows, 
Stanley il. When a blizzard traps a family outside in a 
white-out, a cattle dog devises a stunning escape. (10-
14) Candlewick 2015 K+,L,Q,C (AR/RC) $18.21
Salamon, Julie. Mutt’s Promise. (774580) Weber, Jill 
il. When their owner moves away, two dogs are trapped in 
a puppy mill until they take matters into their own hands. 
(08-12) Dial 2016 K+,L,Q,C,W (AR) $19.61
Schrefer, Eliot. Threatened. (789865) Luc is an 
orphan, living in debt slavery in Gabon, until he meets 
a Professor who claims to be studying chimpanzees, and 
they head off into the jungle--but when the Professor 
disappears, Luc has to fend for himself and join forces 
wiht the chips to save their forest. (12-16) Scholastic 
2014 B,L,Q+,M,C (AR/RC) $20.31

Set S35018 _____ 19 Books @ $364.30

Nonfiction For Younger Readers
Boothroyd, Jennifer. Endangered And Extinct 
Mammals. (134499) il. Asian elephants and Mexican 
long-nosed bats are two examples of endangered 
mammals. Few of them exist in the wild, and others have 
already gone extinct. Find out what hurts these animals 
and what you can do to help. (06-08) Lerner 2014 B,L,Q 
(AR/RC) $25.40  
Brett, Jeannie. Wild About Bears. (149283) il. A 
comprehensive look at the world’s eight bear species. 
(07-09) Charlesbridge 2014 B,K,L,Q (AR/RC) $13.20  
Browne, Anthony. One Gorilla: A Counting Book. 
(162945) il. An elegant counting book of primates from 
gorillas to gibbons, macaques to mandrills, ring-tailed 
lemurs to spider monkeys. (03-07) Candlewick 2013 
B,K,L,Q+,M+,C+,W+ $20.31  
Burleigh, Robert. Trapped!: A Whale’s Rescue. 
(173578) Minor, Wendell il. The true story of a female 
humpback whale that became entangled in fishing nets 
off the Pacific coast and was rescued by human divers. 
(04-06) Charlesbridge 2015 B+,K,L+,W (AR) $20.29
Butterworth, Chris. See What A Seal Can Do. 
(179418) Nelms, Kate il. Follow a gray seal on a journey 
from sand to sea. (04-08) Candlewick 2013 L+,Q+,M,W 
(AR) $18.21
Coleman, Janet Wyman. Eight Dolphins Of Katrina: 
A True Tale Of Survival. (404840) Nascimbene, Yan 
il. A picture book that recounts the true story of eight 
bottlenose dolphins and their trainers who survived the 
devastating Hurricane Katrina. (06-09) Houghton 2013 
B,K,L,W (AR/RC) $20.31 
Frisch, Joy. Ground Sloths. (359184) il. Describes the 
characteristics, food, habitat, behavior, and extinction of 
ground sloths. (04-07) Capstone 2015 (AR) $19.80  
Gibbons, Gail. Beavers. (376536) il. With their sharp 
teeth, powerful tails, and big webbed feet, beavers are 
extraordinary creatures. Includes information about 
where they live, what they eat, and how they raise their 
young. (04-08) Holiday House 2013 B,K,L,Q,W (AR/RC) 
$20.29 

Gravel, Elise. Rat. (393524) il. A look at the black rat. 
It covers such topics as the rat’s long agile tail, long teeth, 
and disgusting taste in food. (06-09) Tundra 2014 B,L,Q 
(AR) $15.41
Higgins, Melissa. Sabertooth Cats. (443417) il. 
Describes the characteristics, food, habitat, behavior, and 
extinction of Ice Age sabertooth cats. (04-07) Capstone 
2015 Q (AR) $19.80  
Higgins, Melissa. Woolly Mammoths. (443451) il. 
Describes the characteristics, food, habitat, behavior, and 
extinction of woolly mammoths. (04-07) Capstone 2015 
Q (AR) $19.80  
Holmes, Mary Tavener. Elephant From Baghdad. 
(460468) Cannell, Jon il. Emperor Charlemagne sends 
an ambassador to Baghdad to meet Caliph Haroun al 
Rashid. (05-08) Cavendish 2012 B,K,L,W (AR) $20.31 

 
Jenkins, Steve. How To Swallow A Pig: Step-By-
Step Advice From The Animal Kingdom. (695344) 
il. A clever and whimsical book about animal behavior 
disguised as a How-to/Advice book. (06-09) Houghton 
Mifflin Harcourt 2015 B+,K,L,Q,C+ (AR/RC) $20.31 
Judge, Lita. Born In The Wild: Baby Mammals And 
Their Parents. (503655) il. Baby lions, pandas, zebra, 
oh my! What do all these babies have in common? (06-
08) Roaring Brook 2014 B,K+,L,Q,C,W+ (AR/RC) $21.01
Lewin, Ted. Look! (568358) il. An elephant eats, 
giraffes drink, a warthog digs, and a boy plays, reads, 
and dreams. (04-08) Holiday House 2013 K+,L,Q (AR) 
$18.19  
London, Jonathan. Hippos Are Huge! (584814) 
Trueman, Matthew il. Follow these hefty hulks as they 
glide underwater, play tug-of-war, swat balls of dung at 
one another, and nuzzle their young in the mud. (05-08) 
Candlewick 2015 K,L+,Q+,M,C+ (AR/RC) $18.91
London, Jonathan. Otters Love To Play. (584680) 
So, Meilo il. A frolicsome bunch of otters play all year 
round in a nonfiction story sprinkled with facts--and 
loaded with fun. (05-08) Candlewick 2016 B,K,L,Q+,M,C 
$19.61
MacLachlan, Patricia. Cat Talk. (594991) Moser, 
Barry il. Give voice to and celebrate our most opinionated 
furry friends in this collection of feline poetry. (04-08) 
Harper 2013 B,K,L,Q,C,W (AR) $20.31
Markle, Sandra. Snow School. (603929) Marks, 
Alan il. The story of twin endangered snow leopard cubs, 
dependent on their mother’s lessons to learn how to 
survive. (04-07) Charlesbridge 2013 B,K,L,Q (AR/RC) 
$19.59 
Mattick, Lindsay. Finding Winnie: The True Story Of 
The World’s Most Famous Bear. (613796) Blackall, 
Sophie il. A woman tells her young son the true story 
of how his great-great-grandfather, Captain Harry 
Colebourn, rescued and learned to love a bear cub in 
1914 as he was on his way to take care of soldiers’ horses 
during World War I, and the bear became the inspiration 
for A.A. Milne’s Winnie-the-Pooh. (03-06) Little 2015 
B+,K,L+,Q+,M+,C,W+ (AR/RC) $20.32
McDonnell, Patrick. Me-- Jane. (624070) il. Holding 
her stuffed toy chimpanzee, young Jane Goodall 
observes nature, reads Tarzan books, and dreams of 
living in Africa and helping animals. (03-06) Little 2011 
B+,K+,L,Q+,M+,CA,W (AR/RC) $19.62  
O’Connell, Caitlin. Baby Elephant In The Wild. 
(685428) il. This nonfiction photo essay brings young 
children to the Africa scrub desert to witness a baby 
elephant surviving in the wild. (04-08) Houghton 2014 
B,K,L,Q+,M,CA (AR/RC) $19.61
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reasons why the species were threatened and the science 
behind the work that helped them survive. (08-12) 
Amicus 2015 L (AR) $27.67
Markle, Sandra. Case Of The Vanishing Little Brown 
Bats: A Scientific Mystery. (603757) il. In this real-
life science mystery, readers will follow scientific teams 
studying why little brown bats are disappearing. Follow 
along as scientists discover the mysterious killer and race 
against time to find a way to stop it before it kills too 
many bats worldwide. (10-14) Millbrook 2015 B,K,L,Q,C 
(AR/RC) $29.18
Marrin, Albert. Oh, Rats!: The Story Of Rats And 
People. (604623) Discusses the relationship between 
rats and people throughout history. (09-13) Dutton 2006 
B,K,L+,Q+,M,CA (AR/RC) $19.61  
Moberg, Julia. Historical Animals: The Dogs, Cats, 
Horses, Snakes, Goats, Rats, Dragons, Bears, 
Elephants, Rabbits, And Other Creatures That 
Changed The World. (650510) Jeff Albrecht Studios il. 
An inside look at history’s most famous animals. (08-12) 
Imagine 2015 B,K,L,Q,W $18.89  
Montgomery, Sy. Chasing Cheetahs: The Race To 
Save Africa’s Fastest Cat. (652312) il. A first-hand 
account of the efforts by the Cheetah Conservation Fund 
in Namibia to save the world’s fastest--and Africa’s most 
endangered--land animal: the cheetah. (10-14) Houghton 
2014 B,K+,L+,Q+,M,C (AR/RC) $21.01  
Montgomery, Sy. Tapir Scientist. (652358) 
Bishop, Nic il. Introduces young readers to one of the 
weirdest and most fascinating animals on the planet 
and recounts the extraordinary work of the dedicated 
scientists trying to save them. (10-14) Houghton 2013 
B+,K+,L+,Q+,M,C,W+ (AR/RC) $21.01  
Montgomery, Sy. Temple Grandin: How The Girl 
Who Loved Cows Embraced Autism And Changed 
The World. (652366) il. An authorized biography about 
Temple Grandin’s life with autism and her groundbreaking 
work as a scientist. (09-12) Houghton 2012 B,K,L+,Q+,M 
(AR/RC) $20.31  
Ottaviani, Jim. Primates: The Fearless Science Of 
Jane Goodall, Dian Fossey, And Birute Galdikas. 
(694142) Wicks, Maris il. This is the true story of three 
scientists who risked their lives for research that forever 
changed the way we think of primates. In graphic novel 
format. (12-18) First Second 2013 B,K,L,Q+,M,C (AR/
RC) $21.71  
Silvey, Anita. Untamed: The Wild Life Of Jane 
Goodall. (819636) il. This biography for children will 
trace Goodall’s life, but each chapter will also focus on 
two or more of the chimpanzees that she observed, with 
information in sidebars about these particular animals. 
Along with biographical details, the book will explore the 
ethical issues that surround Goodall’s work and show 
what has changed in our understanding of Great Apes. 
(09-12) National Geographic 2015 B,K-,L+,Q+,M,C,W+ 
(AR/RC) $21.01  
Turner, Pamela S. Dolphins Of Shark Bay. (894192) 
Tuason, Scott il. We go with a marine biologist to Australia 
to follow dolphins in the wild so we can figure out what 
makes dolphins intelligent. (10-14) Houghton 2013 
B,K+,L,Q+,M,C+ (AR/RC) $21.01  
Walker, Sarah. Mammals. (598838) il. From tiny 
shrews to enormous elephants, bears, monkeys, whales, 
and bloodsucking bats, step into the world of mammals, 
and learn how and where they live. (08-11) DK Publishing 
2015 $15.41  
Set S35016 _____ 14 Books @ $301.91

(Prices subject to change)           5/17

Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. Dogs On Duty: Soldiers’ 
Best Friends On The Battlefield And Beyond. 
(703363) il. In times of war, these brave dogs serve their 
country proudly. (07-10) Walker 2012 B+,K,L,Q+,M,C,W 
(AR/RC) $19.61  
Potter, Alicia. Mrs. Harkness And The Panda. 
(728540) Sweet, Melissa il. The incredible story of a 
female adventurer who brought America its first panda 
in 1934. (05-08) Knopf 2012 B+,K,L+,Q+,M,C,W (AR/
RC) $19.61  
Rose, Deborah Lee. Jimmy The Joey: The True Story 
Of An Amazing Koala Rescue. (763923) Kelly, Susan 
il. Follow Jimmy the koala joey on his journey back to the 
wild Australian forest. (04-08) National Geographic 2013 
B,K,L,Q,CA,W (AR/RC) $19.59  
Roth, Susan L. Prairie Dog Song: The Key To Saving 
North America’s Grasslands. (767477) il. Cumulative 
text based on an old folksong alternating with additional 
scientific information explores the role of prairie dogs, 
a keystone species in North America’s grasslands, and 
conservation efforts to restore the balance of plants and 
animals of the Janos, Mexico, prairie dog complex. (06-
10) Lee & Low 2016 B,K+,L+,Q+,M,W+ (AR/RC) $20.99
Saxby, Claire. Big Red Kangaroo. (780522) Byrne, 
Graham il. Follow a dominant male kangaroo as he leads 
his mob in search of food--and holds his own against 
other males who vie for his role. (05-08) Candlewick 2015 
B,K,L,Q+,M,C,W (AR) $19.61
Sill, Cathryn P. About Mammals: A Guide For 
Children. (817247) Sill, John il. This thoughtful first 
glimpse into the world of mammals explains what 
mammals are, how they live, and what they do. (03-07) 
Peachtree 2014 $13.60  
Winter, Jeanette. Watcher: Jane Goodall’s Life With 
The Chimps. (956951) il. The inspiring true story of Jane 
Goodall and her chimps in the African forests of Tanzania. 
(04-08) Schwartz & Wade 2011 B+,K+,L,Q+,M,C,W 
(AR/RC) $20.31  
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Nonfiction For Older Readers
Dixon, Dougal. Huge Hunters Roam The Earth: 
Ancient Mammals. (281630) il. Describes the animals 
of the Tertiary Period, when huge open plains of grass 
formed, and mammals developed long legs to suit this 
new environment. (07-11) New Forest Press 2013 L,Q 
$21.69  
Dixon, Dougal. Saber Tooths Are The Big Cats: 
Ice Age. (281640) il. Describes the animals of the 
Quaternary Period, when an ice age took hold of the 
Earth, and new animals evolved to survive the harsh 
winter. This period also marks when our human ancestors 
started to appear. (07-11) New Forest Press 2013 L,Q 
$21.69  
Farley, Terri. Wild At Heart: Mustangs And The 
Young People Fighting To Save Them. (324912) 
Farlow, Melissa il. Wild horses thrived for thousands of 
generations in the mountains, forests, and deserts of the 
American West. Their family herds existed in environmental 
harmony until man chose to “manage” them. Since then, 
every day more of America’s wild horses disappear. But 
courageous people are trying very hard to reverse this, 
most notably, young people who feel a kinship with these 
often misunderstood creatures. (10-14) Houghton Mifflin 
Harcourt 2015 B,K-,L,Q (AR/RC) $21.71
Furstinger, Nancy. 12 Mammals Back From The 
Brink. (362074) il. Introduces twelve mammals that 
were on the brink of extinction and made an amazing 
comeback, including facts about their habitat, diet, 


